Warehouse Congestion Holds Up Handling Of Cargo

Hurricane Will Not Stop Scout Jamboree

Chiefs of Staff...\*...

Political Campaigning

With the General Election in the offing, the candidates long over the country are in full swing.
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Order your ANGLIA NOW!

The 1953 model Anglia is the car to be seen this year. Bright and elegant, with all the latest refinements. Wide range of body styles to suit every need. Angebot available at all leading garages.
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Veno's Cough Mixture

Stop that cough

RATHER REGENT?

Missionary Volunteers

The group of young people owe it to their duties to Missionary Volunteers of the E.V.D.C. (England) to go to places where the work is not possible. The help of all members is appreciated.
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Irving's Yeast-Vite

The Only Pain Reliever containing Vitamin B, E, F
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and
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WORLDWIDE AGENCY

Silk
New Beauty

Lovely, lustrous shimmering SILK all the way...

SILK Tone Foundation
SILK Face Powder
SILK Lipstick

All perfect - all beauty givers, beguiling flatterers for every Woman regardless of age.

Helena Rubinstein's SILK Cosmetics reveal NATURAL BEAUTY.

SILK is good for your skin.
SILK is the answer to every Woman's wish for glamour.
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